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A formulation of linearised gravity which is manifestly invariant under electricmagnetic duality rotations in the internal space of the metric and its dual, and which
contains both metrics as basic variables (rather than the corresponding prepotentials),
is derived. In this bimetric formulation, the variables have a more immediate geometrical significance, but the action is non-local in space, contrary to what occurs in the
prepotential formulation. More specifically, one finds that: (i) the kinetic term is nonlocal in space (but local in time); (ii) the Hamiltonian is local in space and in time; (iii)
the variables are subject to two Hamiltonian constraints, one for each metric.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Understanding gravitational duality is one of the important challenges for exhibiting the conjectured infinite-dimensional Kac-Moody algebras (or generalizations thereof) of hidden symmetries of supergravities and M-theory [1–4]. Independently of the problem of uncovering these conjectured hidden symmetries, gravitational duality is important in itself as it illuminates the structure of Einstein gravity.
In [5], two of the present authors presented a formulation of linearised gravity in four space-time dimensions that was manifestly invariant under “duality rotations” in the internal space spanned by the graviton and its dual. This was followed
by further developments covering higher spins [6], the inclusion of a cosmological
constant [7] and supersymmetry [8].
One crucial aspect of the manifestly duality-invariant formulation of [5] was
the introduction of prepotentials. Technically, these prepotentials arise through the
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solutions of the constraints present in the Hamiltonian formalism. The prepotential for the metric (spin-2 Pauli-Fierz field in the linearised theory) appears through
the solution of the Hamiltonian constraint, while the prepotential for its conjugate
momentum appears through the solution of the momentum constraint. Explicitly, if
hij are the spatial components of the metric deviations from flat space and π ij the
corresponding conjugate momenta, one has
hij = irs ∂ r Φsj + jrs ∂ r Φsi + ∂i uj + ∂j ui

(1)

and
π ij = ipq jrs ∂p ∂r Pqs
(2)
where Φrs = Φsr and Prs = Psr are the two prepotentials (the vector ui can also be
thought of as a prepotential but it drops out from the theory so that we shall not put
emphasis on it).
The second metric fij dual to hij is defined in terms of the second prepotential
Pij exactly as hij is defined in terms of Φij ,
fij = irs ∂ r P sj + jrs ∂ r P si + ∂i vj + ∂j vi ,

(3)

the vector vi being another prepotential, which, just as ui , drops from the theory. The
expressions (1) and (3) satisfy identically the Hamiltonian constraints,
R[h] = 0

(4)

and
R[f ] = 0
(5)
where R[h] and R[f ] are respectively the three-dimensional spatial curvatures of hij
and fij . Explicitly,
R[h] = ∂ m ∂ n hmn − 4h,

R[f ] = ∂ m ∂ n fmn − 4f,

where h and f are the traces of hmn and fmn , i.e., h = hii , f = fi i and where 4 is
the Laplacian.
When reformulated in terms of the prepotentials, duality symmetry simply
amounts to SO(2) rotations in the internal plane of the prepotentials and consequently, also to SO(2) rotations in the internal plane of the metrics. The temporal
components of the metrics arise through the integration of the equations of motion, as
arbitrary “integration functions”. The equations of motion can furthermore be interpreted as twisted self-duality conditions on the curvature tensors of the graviton and
its dual [9]. [For some background information on twisted self-duality, see [10–12].]
The prepotentials are necessary for locality of the action principle but do not
have (yet?) an immediate geometrical interpretation. The metrics appear in this
formulation as secondary. The purpose of this note is to provide a manifestly dualityinvariant formulation of the theory in which the metrics hij and fij are the basic
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variables. As we explicitly show in the next section, this is possible, but the price
paid is non-locality of the action principle.
2. BIMETRIC FORMULATION

The key to the bimetric formulation of the variational principle relies on the
fact that one can invert the relations (1) and (3) to express, up to gauge transformation terms for Φij and Pij that drop from the action, the prepotentials in terms of the
metrics when these latters satisfy the Hamiltonian constraints (4) and (5). Remarkably enough, the expression takes almost the same form and read


1
Φij = − irs 4−1 ∂ r hsj + jrs 4−1 (∂ r hsi )
(6)
4
and


1
Pij = − irs 4−1 ∂ r f sj + jrs 4−1 (∂ r f si ) .
(7)
4
One may easily verify that if one replaces (6) and (7) in (1) and (3) and uses the
constraints (4) and (5), one recovers indeed hij and fij , with some definite ui and vi
that are not needed here and will not be written explicitly.
The expressions for the prepotentials are of course not unique since these are
determined by the metrics up to prepotential gauge transformations, which have been
analysed in [5] and which do not matter for our purposes since the theory is gauge
invariant. The expressions (6) and (7) correspond to a specific choice of gauge.
We can now substitute (6) and (7) in the manifestly duality action of [5]. The
“p-q̇”- term K[Zamn ],
Z
Z
mn
K[Za ] = dt d3 x ab mrs (∂ p ∂ q ∂r Zaps − 4∂r Zaqs ) Żbqm
(8)
a ) ≡ (P , Φ ) becomes
(a, b = 1, 2) where (Zij
ij
ij
Z
Z

1
K[hamn ] =
dt d3 x ab mij ∂i hanj − ∂ n ∂ r ∂i 4−1 (ha rj ) ḣbmn
4

(9)

with (haij ) ≡ (fij , hij ). It is evidently non-local in space (but local in time). By
contrast, the Hamiltonian is local and reads


Z
1 r amn
1
3
a
b
am
brn
H[h mn ] =
d xδab ∂ h
∂r h mn − ∂m h n ∂r h
4
2


Z
1
1
(10)
+ d3 xδab ∂ m ha ∂ n hbmn − ∂ m ha ∂m hb .
2
4
Both the kinetic term and the Hamiltonian are invariant under linearised diffeomorphisms,
a
δhamn = ∂m ξna + ∂n ξm
(11)
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up to surface terms.
Since the metrics are subject to the constraints (4) and (5), one must add these
constraints to the action with Lagrange multipliers na (a = 1, 2) when trading the
prepotentials for the metrics. The Lagrange multipliers turn out to be the linearised
lapses of each metric. The bimetric action is therefore
Z
Z
a
a
a
0
a
S[h mn , n ] = K[h mn ] − dx H[h mn ] − dx0 d3 xδab na Rb
(12)
and is clearly invariant under SO(2)-duality rotations in the internal plane of the
metrics,
fij0 = cos αfij − sin αhij
(13)
0
hij = sin αfij + cos αhij ,
(14)
1
2
accompanied with a similar rotation for the lapses n and n . This is because both
ab and δab are invariant tensors. In (12), Ra stands for R[ha ].
Note finally that the prepotentials are each worth two independent physical
functions since they are unconstrained but possess four independent gauge symmetries (3 spatial diffeomorphisms and 1 Weyl rescaling). This gives 6 (number of
prepotential components) −4 (number of prepotential gauge symmetries) = 2 physical functions. The metrics each contain the same number of independent physical components, as they should. They are subject to one constraint (Hamiltonian
constraint) but possess only three independent gauge symmetries (spatial diffeomorphisms). This gives again 6 (number of metric components) −1 (number of constraints) −3 (number of metric gauge symmetries) = 2 physical functions. The conjugate momentum also contains two independent physical functions, but the counting
is this time 6 (number of momentum components) −3 (number of momentum constraints) −1 (number of momentum gauge symmetries) = 2 physical functions.
3. CONCLUSIONS AND COMMENTS

The manifestly duality-invariant metric action (12) is our main result. Although
it involves two metrics, we stress that this action is strictly equivalent to the linearised
Einstein-Hilbert, or Pauli-Fierz, action. In particular, it contains no additional massive or massless spin-2 degree of freedom.
The action clearly exhibits that the two metrics are not only duality conjugate,
but also canonically conjugate (in a generalized sense taking into account the non
trivial,
operator present in the kinetic term that takes the schematic form
R 0 c-number,
dx aAB z A ż B where A, B run over all discrete (a, (m, n)) and continuous (~x) indices, and where a
infinite square matrix which is not the standard
AB is a c-number

0 −I
symplectic matrix
- it is actually degenerate -, so that the Poisson brackets
I 0
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are not the canonical ones). The detailed Hamiltonian structure will be worked out
and studied elsewhere [13].
The bimetric formulation is nonlocal in space (but local in time). This might
not really be a drawback since it is expected that the manifestly duality invariant
formulation of the interacting theory (if it exists) will be non-local anyway. The
formulation underplays the role of the prepotentials, which are absent in (12). The
prepotentials are nevertheless useful technical devices which enable one to go from
the conjugate momenta π mn to the second metric fmn , and to control also the nonlocality of the action.
Although the theory is Poincaré invariant, the formulation lacks manifest spacetime covariance. This seems to be an unavoidable feature whenever one deals with
manifest duality invariance [14–16]. This might indicate that space-time covariance
is somewhat secondary. This point of view would seem in any event to be inevitable
if space-time itself is a derived, emergent concept. There exist in fact models in
which Poincaré invariance can actually be derived from duality invariance [17].
In higher dimensions, the dual to the Pauli-Fierz spin-2 field is a mixed Youngsymmetry tensor field described by the Curtright action [18]. The two-field action
analogous to (12) involves simultaneously in that case the standard graviton hmn and
the Curtright field Tm1 ···mD−3 n . The details will be given elsewhere [13].
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